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Shuffle back in time with Jonathan, the 100+ year old tortoise, and
witness the evolution of the automobile. Rest beneath the shade
of centuries-old trees born when the glaciers melted on the American continent. Peek at the ocean organisms that roamed the earth
before humans were even a thought. Kenney beguiles the reader
with ancient timelines, winding the biological history of the world
with the human history, tying said reader tightly and permanently
with the longevity of the plants and animals of this world. Each
chapter feels like an epic tale: lone organisms surviving chaos,
hunters, pollution, and massive social change to come out conquerors and in fact, lauded examples of health and endurance.
The most marvelous indexes accompany this book, although the
quality of every part of this volume exceeded expectations. Indeed, if you enjoy science, the suggested reading and sources
will have you pulling out your Goodreads app. Articles, textbooks,
and other witty sources suggested in Extreme Longevity will make
this read only a jumping off point to unlimited exploration of the
oldest living things on the planet. Call-out boxes and photographs
accompany the up-to-date science. These visuals, along with remarkably simple language for cutting-edge scientific discoveries,
engage readers of all ages, and enhance the teaching capacity of
this volume. Without becoming hokey or cute, Kenney marries the
language of discovery (i.e. hydra, Pando, proteins) with the colloquial (i.e. “sparked curiosity”, “longevity tricks”) to make accessible
to the rising generation a life in science.
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